
 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

 

Forex 

USDINR 62.2750 62.3350 62.1775

EURINR 71.0750 71.2225 70.9925

GBPINR 95.8500 96.1925 95.7000

JPYINR 52.4725 52.5925 52.4625
 

 

 

 

International 

Gold 1230.9 1233.7 1203.4

Silver 17.267 17.32 16.263

Copper 2.608 2.619 2.55

Crude 53.6 54.85 51.66

N Gas 2.849 2.866 2.697

B Crude 61.600 62.990 60.280
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Open High Low 

Metals & Energies 

Gold 26650 26650 26182 

Silver 37817 37817 36201 

Copper 359.25 359.25 350.85 

Nickel 905 905 876 

Lead 113.5 113.5 110.95 

Zinc 133.4 133.4 130.35 

Aluminium 112.6 112.85 112 

Crude 3297 3320 3164 

Natural Gas 178.1 178.9 168.4 
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 62.2850 62.1325 62.1875 62.2400 62.4125 

 71.0975 70.9250 70.9900 71.0325 71.2450 

 95.7375 95.5925 95.6400 95.6725 95.8750 

 52.5300 52.3575 52.4125 52.4750 52.6475 

1203.4 1209.2  USD Index 94.530 94.540

16.263 16.473  EURUSD 1.1332 1.1449

2.55 2.58  GBPUSD 1.5353 1.5402

51.66 54.01  USDCNY 6.2486 6.2541

2.697 2.780  USDCHF 0.9335 0.9376

60.280 62.290  USDINR 62.1760 62.3400

Close S3 S2 S1 R1 R2 

 26219 25639 25837 26039 26442 26652

 36374 35130 35588 36006 36731 37210

 354.3 345.9 348.4 351.3 357.1 360.0

 881.7 835.7 852.7 867.7 898.1 915.9

 111.05 105.2 107.3 109.2 113.6 115.4

 130.45 124.0 126.2 128.3 132.3 134.5

 112.55 107.4 109.2 110.9 114.3 116.0

 3247 3087 3143 3195 3311 3370

 169.2 157.6 161.4 165.2 173.6 179.0
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62.5375 62.6725 Buy 

71.3500 71.5150 Buy 

95.9700 96.1250 Buy 

52.7625 52.9075 Buy 

94.540 93.850 94.150 

1.1449 1.1322 1.1412 

1.5402 1.5316 1.5353 

6.2541 6.2486 6.2541 

0.9376 0.9292 0.9368 

62.3400 62.0720 62.1590 

R3 Direction 

26652 26850 Sell 

37210 37711 Sell 

360.0 363.4 Neutral 

915.9 930.3 Sell 

115.4 117.4 Sell 

134.5 136.3 Sell 

116.0 117.9 Sell 

3370 3426 Neutral 

179.0 184.3 Sell 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 27069   

Apr-15 26219 Spot to Active

Jun-15 26405 Spot to Next

Aug-15 27126 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 26704 26219 

Volume 6876 12777 

Open Interest 8166 9201 
 

Gold futures fell to a six-week low approaching $1,200 an ounce on speculation that Chinese demand will fall during the Lunar New Year holiday. Markets 

be closed for five sessions starting Wednesday. Investors assessed the risks from a breakdown in talks between Greece and its cre

market is discounting the bad news out of Greece as it still expects some kind of last minute solution. Also, China’s gold demand has been very 

settle at $1,208.60 on the Comex in New York. Earlier, the price touched $1,203.30, the lowest for a mos

on Monday for the U.S. Presidents’ Day holiday. In Brussels, Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis refused to meet demands that his country request an exte

year, gold has risen 2.1 percent on demand for a haven amid slowing global economic growth and turmoil in Greece. The metal d

backed the case for higher interest rates. Gold dropped 29 percent in the previous two years, posting the first consecutive annual declines since 1998 as equities surge

traction. The Federal Reserve will release minutes of its January meeting on

traders are advised to be on shorter side however we advise traders to liquidate all their positions by the end of the day as

could lead Gap up or down openings tomorrow. Investors will be focusing on Wednesday’s minutes of the latest Fed meeting for further indications on when the central bank 

rates. Expectations of higher borrowing rates going forward is considered bearish for gold.
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 37568   

Mar-15 36374 Spot to Active

May-15 36674 Spot to Next

Jul-15 37241 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 38128 36374 

Volume 10586 25386 

Open Interest 8475 9770 
 

 
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 356.85   

Feb-15 354.3 Spot to Active

Apr-15 359.3 Spot to Next

Jun-15 362.75 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 360.1 354.3 

Volume 30638 30288 

Open Interest 13398 13420 
 

Copper futures fell the most in a week after a report showed declining property prices in China, the world’s largest metal us

data showed on Tuesday. That signaled an interest-rate cut in November, the first since 2012

more reports are indicating that the slowdown is not getting any better. Prices will probably remain under pressure until we see China taking some aggressive steps to boost growt

May delivery declined 1 percent to settle at $2.5805 a pound on the Comex in New York, the biggest drop for a

demand is ebbing China and Europe amid forecasts for a global surplus. Copper stockpiles monitored by the London Metal Exchange have climbed to the highest in a yea

from Wednesday to Feb. 24 for the Lunar New Year holiday also led price fall in yesterday’s trade. Greece concerns also fuele

partners on the country’s debt crisis broke down late Monday after Athens rejected a proposal to extend its bailout. Greece’s current 

new Greek government does not want it extended. Athens rejected

expect prices to remain in the narrow range and as Chinese markets will 
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Gold 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -850 

Spot to Next -664 

 57 

Change 

-485 

5901 

1035 

week low approaching $1,200 an ounce on speculation that Chinese demand will fall during the Lunar New Year holiday. Markets in China, the world’s second

losed for five sessions starting Wednesday. Investors assessed the risks from a breakdown in talks between Greece and its creditors as U.S. equities traded close to a record 

ill expects some kind of last minute solution. Also, China’s gold demand has been very lackluster. Gold futures for April delivery fell 1.5 percent to 

settle at $1,208.60 on the Comex in New York. Earlier, the price touched $1,203.30, the lowest for a most-active contract since Jan. 6. And currently trading 1207.60 at 7 am IST. 

Brussels, Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis refused to meet demands that his country request an exte

year, gold has risen 2.1 percent on demand for a haven amid slowing global economic growth and turmoil in Greece. The metal declined in the past three past weeks after an improving U.S. economy 

Gold dropped 29 percent in the previous two years, posting the first consecutive annual declines since 1998 as equities surge

The Federal Reserve will release minutes of its January meeting on Wednesday.  Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect gold prices to trade with a negative bias till the end of the session and 

traders are advised to be on shorter side however we advise traders to liquidate all their positions by the end of the day as FOMC minutes are scheduled to be released after the close of MCX which 

Investors will be focusing on Wednesday’s minutes of the latest Fed meeting for further indications on when the central bank 

rates. Expectations of higher borrowing rates going forward is considered bearish for gold. 

Silver 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -1194 

Spot to Next -894 

 -327 

Change 

-1754 

14800 

1295 

Copper 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -2.55 

Spot to Next 2.45 

 5.9 

Change 

-5.8 

-350 

22 

Copper futures fell the most in a week after a report showed declining property prices in China, the world’s largest metal user. New-home prices fell in 64 out of 70 cities in January, Chinese gov

rate cut in November, the first since 2012, hasn’t revived construction yet. Property accounts for about half of China’s copper demand. More and 

getting any better. Prices will probably remain under pressure until we see China taking some aggressive steps to boost growt

May delivery declined 1 percent to settle at $2.5805 a pound on the Comex in New York, the biggest drop for a most-active contract. This year, the metal has declined 8.7 percent on concerns that 

forecasts for a global surplus. Copper stockpiles monitored by the London Metal Exchange have climbed to the highest in a yea

from Wednesday to Feb. 24 for the Lunar New Year holiday also led price fall in yesterday’s trade. Greece concerns also fueled on commodities demand as Talks between Greece and its euro zone 

broke down late Monday after Athens rejected a proposal to extend its bailout. Greece’s current €240 billion bailout is due t

new Greek government does not want it extended. Athens rejected a proposed six-month extension of the bailout on Monday, calling it unacceptable. Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect we

Chinese markets will remain closed for the week starting today for the Lunar New Year holiday. 
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in China, the world’s second-biggest buyer, will 

ditors as U.S. equities traded close to a record high. At the moment, the 

futures for April delivery fell 1.5 percent to 

active contract since Jan. 6. And currently trading 1207.60 at 7 am IST. Floor trading was closed 

Brussels, Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis refused to meet demands that his country request an extension of its existing bailout program. This 

eclined in the past three past weeks after an improving U.S. economy 

Gold dropped 29 percent in the previous two years, posting the first consecutive annual declines since 1998 as equities surged and the U.S. economy gained 

Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect gold prices to trade with a negative bias till the end of the session and 

MC minutes are scheduled to be released after the close of MCX which 

Investors will be focusing on Wednesday’s minutes of the latest Fed meeting for further indications on when the central bank may start to hike interest 

 

 

home prices fell in 64 out of 70 cities in January, Chinese government 

hasn’t revived construction yet. Property accounts for about half of China’s copper demand. More and 

getting any better. Prices will probably remain under pressure until we see China taking some aggressive steps to boost growth. Copper futures for 

active contract. This year, the metal has declined 8.7 percent on concerns that 

forecasts for a global surplus. Copper stockpiles monitored by the London Metal Exchange have climbed to the highest in a year. Markets in China will be shut 

d on commodities demand as Talks between Greece and its euro zone 

€240 billion bailout is due to expire at the end of the month and the 

Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect we 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 111.65   

Feb-15 111.05 Spot to Active

Mar-15 112.45 Spot to Next

Apr-15 115.8 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 113.8 111.05 

Volume 4603 5833 

Open Interest 2241 3012 
 

 
 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 130.9   

Feb-15 130.45 Spot to Active

Mar-15 131.3 Spot to Next

Apr-15 133.3 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 133.6 130.45 

Volume 7678 8934 

Open Interest 4525 3400 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 3280   

Feb-15 3247 Spot to Active

Mar-15 3320 Spot to Next

Apr-15 3417 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 3287 3247 

Volume 101626 119657 

Open Interest 18328 16067 
 

Crude oil prices fell in early Asia on Wednesday in holiday-

Mercantile Exchange, crude oil for delivery in April fell 0.67% to trade a

further delay data from industry group, the American Petroleum Institute, on U.S. supplies of crude and refined products that

futures erased earlier gains to trade sharply lower on Tuesday, with oil prices remaining a source of market volatility. Indu

drilling for oil in the U.S. fell by 84 last week to 1,056, the lowest since August 2011.The number of oil rigs has declined in 15 of the last 18 weeks since hitting

mid-October, a clear sign of the pressure that tumbling prices have put on oil producers. New York

still down approximately 50% from a recent peak of $107.50 hit in June. Meanwhile, market sentiment remained subdued after ta

broke down on Monday, fuelling concerns over the country's future in the single currency region. Greece’s current 

new Greek government does not want it extended. Athens rejected a pro

creditors has sparked fears that it could trigger the country’s exit from the euro zone.

with negative bias and we advise traders not to take any fresh longs till the close above 3340 and shorts till the close belo
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Lead 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -0.6 

Spot to Next 0.8 

 4.15 

Change 

-2.75 

1230 

771 

Zinc 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -0.45 

Spot to Next 0.4 

 2.4 

Change 

-3.15 

1256 

-1125 

Crude 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -33 

Spot to Next 40 

 137 

Change 

-40 

18031 

-2261 

-thinned trade for the Lunar New Year and as closely watched data on U.S. supplies may be further delayed. On the New York 

Mercantile Exchange, crude oil for delivery in April fell 0.67% to trade at $53.93 a barrel. A snow storm closed U.S. Federal government offices in Washington on Tuesday. That may 

further delay data from industry group, the American Petroleum Institute, on U.S. supplies of crude and refined products that is normally released on 

futures erased earlier gains to trade sharply lower on Tuesday, with oil prices remaining a source of market volatility. Industry research group Baker Hughes said that the number of rigs 

last week to 1,056, the lowest since August 2011.The number of oil rigs has declined in 15 of the last 18 weeks since hitting

October, a clear sign of the pressure that tumbling prices have put on oil producers. New York-traded oil futures are up almost 16% over the past three weeks, however, prices are 

still down approximately 50% from a recent peak of $107.50 hit in June. Meanwhile, market sentiment remained subdued after talks between Greece and euro zone finance ministe

broke down on Monday, fuelling concerns over the country's future in the single currency region. Greece’s current €240 billion bailout is due to expire at the end of the month and the 

new Greek government does not want it extended. Athens rejected a proposed six-month extension of the bailout on Monday, calling it unacceptable. The clash between Greece and its 

creditors has sparked fears that it could trigger the country’s exit from the euro zone.. Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect Mcx Feb contrac

with negative bias and we advise traders not to take any fresh longs till the close above 3340 and shorts till the close below 3080. 
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thinned trade for the Lunar New Year and as closely watched data on U.S. supplies may be further delayed. On the New York 

t $53.93 a barrel. A snow storm closed U.S. Federal government offices in Washington on Tuesday. That may 

is normally released on Tuesday. Overnight, crude oil 

stry research group Baker Hughes said that the number of rigs 

last week to 1,056, the lowest since August 2011.The number of oil rigs has declined in 15 of the last 18 weeks since hitting an all-time high of 1,609 in 

raded oil futures are up almost 16% over the past three weeks, however, prices are 

lks between Greece and euro zone finance ministers 

n bailout is due to expire at the end of the month and the 

month extension of the bailout on Monday, calling it unacceptable. The clash between Greece and its 

Mcx Feb contract oil prices to trade in narrow range 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

Date Time (IST) Zone Data

18-02-2015 7:00pm USD Building Permits

18-02-2015 7:00pm USD PPI m/m

18-02-2015 7:00pm USD Core PPI m/m

18-02-2015 7:00pm USD Housing Starts

18-02-2015 7:45pm USD Capacity Utilization Rate

18-02-2015 7:45pm USD Industrial Production
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Economic Calendar 

Data Forecast

Building Permits 1.08M 

PPI m/m -0.40% 

Core PPI m/m 0.20% 

Housing Starts 1.07M 

Capacity Utilization Rate 79.90% 

Industrial Production m/m 0.50% 
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Forecast Previous 

1.06M 

 -0.30% 

0.30% 

1.09M 

 79.70% 

-0.10% 


